Professional. Reliable. Accurate.

The Entry to the TITAN World

TITANalpha® Professional. Reliable. Accurate ...
... these principles have guided Rößler
AUSTRIA for more than a decade now.
These guiding concepts describe the essentials of our approach.
We now have developed a weapon that
focuses solely on these three characteristics. Professional workmanship, reliable

technology, precision quality—all „Made
in AUSTRIA“!
This weapon stands up to rugged handling and still is elegant in appearance,
and all this at an unbeatable price.
Professional. Reliable. Accurate. We concentrate on the essentials.
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1 The barrel is manufactured from specialist gun barrel steel

the detachable magazine. Extended magazines are available.

and ﬁtted in the actioncasing with a recoil bed. This technology

3 The ﬁring pin is cocked using a double tension guide with a

allows for an interchangeable barrel system, which in turn allows

chamber opening angle of 60°. This means the repeating action

the hunter to change caliber for different quarry species. A great

is easy and fast.

plus point for the hunter, who may want to use the same weapon

4 The cylinder breech block is equipped with a three lug bolt

for both hunting from a hide and tracking.

locking mechanism. The three lugs ensure a large contact surface

2 Loading and unloading the riﬂe is very straightforward using

in the barrel and thus provide maximum safety.

Technical Data
Barrel:

Special riﬂe-barrel steel; Standard- and Short-Caliber 560 mm;
Magnum-Caliber 610mm; riﬂe is designed for interchangeable barrels
Available in burnished and stainless.

Available caliber :

Short: 308Win. | 8x57IS | Standard: .25-06Rem. |.270Win. | 7x64 | .30-06Spring.
Magnum: 7mmRem.Mag

Stock:

polymer, recoil absorbing rubber butt plate, checkering on the pistol grip and
fore-end, sling swivel

Bolt:

symmetrically arranged 3-lug bolt; locked directly in the barrel with only 60° bolt
lift; short strike distance for an extremely short lock time of only 1.6 milliseconds;
double tension guide for comfortable repeating

Trigger:

short, dry trigger; direct acting trigger travel distance, set to 0.3 – 0.4 mm trigger path

Safety catch:

ergonomically shaped 3-position safety catch on the grip; triple action with tab
and bolt knob on the trigger, sear and bolt.

Magazine:

removable stack magazine for 2-shots with magnum calibers and 3 shots with
standard calibers; extended magazine +2 shots at extra charge.

Telescopic sight assembly (at extra charge): assembly with tapped holes 6-48 UNS prepared on receiver;
assembly parts are special accessories (at extra charge).
Weight:

approx. 2.9kg

Subject to technical modiﬁcations. Country speciﬁc differences in the model-conﬁgurations are possible!

Rößler Waffen GmbH
(Roessler Waffen GmbH)
Prof. Schlosser-Str. 31
6330 Kufstein
AUSTRIA
office@titan6.com
www.titan6.com

dealer stamp

TITANalpha®
Available as burnished version
or stainless steel version

